
Wed. Aert, 

Dere 4.C. 

We Bear that the Valve plant is going late full 
production as faaS as it can get there. ftet of the mak tai file are very glad to be back at work again, 

The pickets at the Latex strike tai us there la nr-change in their situation since they turned 'ewe the Oe. ,X440Jeal but that 	 has hopes that they will be able to get the straight 	re se thro that was first demanded before they began to ad more demands to their committee. 

It was said that the Boxboard plant has settled.the local 
had a special meeting at Rittman this afternoon and accepted the last Co. proposal. Work will be resumed as feat as possible. 

This being the first Wed. of the month it was the night for all officers of all locals affiliated with the CLII to meet and talk over their problems. It is said that they tried to set up a constitution and bylaws but that there was some objection 
to this by several, and Hanna told how the idea of a north east Ohio Conference of CLU bodies had to be droped sometime ago due to the A.F. of L. claiming it was setting up a dual organization. 
and if they made bylaws now for this group it would be a dual 
organization and no doubt they would have their charter revoked. The idea was droped and then the group decided to go ahead as it was originally planed to hold these meetings once a month as a master committee and discuss matters for their mutual benifit. 

There is a plan, we are told, of the loyal members of the Insulator Local to call in all Loyal Members befor a Notary and have them make a sworn statement that they will refuse to go back to work under any condition unless all go back to work without any discrimination. this is planed to take place Friday or Sat. 

Respeatfuly 
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